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The House of Niccolò
PREFACE

When my chronicle of Francis Crawford of Lymond ended, it seemed to me that there wa
something still to be told of his heritage: about the genetic lottery, as well as the turmoil o
trials and experience which, put together, could bring such a man into being.
The House of Niccolò, in all its volumes, deals with the forerunner without whom Lymon
would not have existed: the unknown who fought his way to the high ground that Franc
Crawford would occupy, and held it for him. It is fiction, but the setting at least is very real.
The man I have called Nicholas de Fleury lived in the mid- fteenth century, thre
generations before Francis Crawford, and was reared as an artisan, his gifts and his burden
concealed beneath an artless manner and a joyous, sensuous personality. But he was also bor
at the cutting edge of the European Renaissance, which Lymond was to exploit at its zenith—
the explosion of exploration and trade, high art and political duplicity, personal chivalry an
violent warfare in which a young man with a genius for organization and numbers might n
himself trusted by princes, loved by kings, and sought in marriage and out of it by cleve
women bent on power, or wealth, or revenge—or sometimes simply from fondness.
There are, of course, echoes of the present time. Trade and war don’t change much dow
through the centuries: today’s new multimillionaires had their counterparts in th
entrepreneurs of few antecedents who evolved the rst banking systems for the Medici; wh
developed the ruthless network of trade that ran from Scotland, Flanders, and Italy to th
furthest reaches of the Mediterranean and the Baltic, and ventured from Iceland to Persi
from Muscovy to the deserts of Africa.
Scotland is important to this chronicle, as it was to Francis Crawford. Here, the youn
Queen of Scots is a thirteen-year-old Scandinavian, and her husband’s family are virtuall
children. This, framed in glorious times, is the story of the di cult, hesitant progress of
small nation, as well as that of a singular man.
Dorothy Dunne
Edinburgh, 199
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Introduction

T

out of designs historical and romantic, political and commercia
psychological and moral, over a multivolume novel is a Dorothy Dunnett specialty. I
her rst work in this genre, the six-volume “Lymond Chronicles,” suspense wa
created and relieved in each volume, and over the whole set of volumes; the na
beautifully inevitable, romantic secret was disclosed on the very last page of the last volum
“The House of Niccolò” does the same.
The reader of Scales of Gold, then, may wish to move directly to the narrative for a r
experience of that pattern, with a reader’s faith in an experienced author’s caretaking; th
novel itself brie y supplies the information you need to know from past novels, telling i
own tale while completing and inaugurating others. What follows, as a sketch of th
geopolitical and dramatic terrain unfolding in the volumes which precede Scales of Gold, ma
be useful to read now, or at any point along the narrative, or after reading, as an indicatio
of which stories of interest to this volume may be found most fully elaborated in whic
previous volume.
HE ELEGANT WORKING

: Niccolò Rising

VOLUME I

“From Venice to Cathay, from Seville to the Gold Coast of Africa, men anchored their ship
and opened their ledgers and weighed one thing against another as if nothing would eve
change.” This rst sentence of the rst volume indicates the scope of this series, and th
cultural and psychological dynamic of the story and its hero, whose private motto is “Chang
change and adapt.” It is the motto, too, of fteenth-century Bruges, center of commerce an
conduit of new ideas and technologies between the Islamic East and the Christian Wes
between the Latin South and the Celtic-Saxon North, haven of political refugees from th
English Wars of the Roses, a site of muted con ict between trading giants Venice and Geno
and states in the making and on the take all around. Mrs. Dunnett has set her story in th
fteenth century, between Gutenberg and Columbus, between Donatello and Martin Luthe
between the rise of mercantile culture and the fall of chivalry, as that age of receptivity to—
addiction to—change called “the Renaissance” gathers its powers.
Her hero is a deceptively silly-looking, disastrously tactless eighteen-year-old dyework
artisan named “Claes,” a caterpillar who emerges by the end of the novel as the merchan
mathematician Nicholas vander Poele. Prodigiously gifted at numbers, and the material an
social “engineering” skills that go with it, Nicholas has until now resisted the responsibility o
his powers, his identity fractured by the enmity of both his mother’s husband’s family, th
Scottish St Pols, who refuse to own him legitimate, and his maternal family, the Burgundia
de Fleurys, who failed his mother and abused him and reduced him to serfdom as a child. H
found refuge at age ten with his grandfather’s in-laws, especially the Bruges widow Marian d
Charetty, whose dyeing and broking business becomes the tool of Nicholas’ desperate sel
fashioning apart from the malice of his blood relatives.
Soon even public Bruges and the states beyond come to see the engineer under the artisan

The Charetty business expands to include a courier and intelligence service between Italia
and Northern states, its bodyguard sharpened into a skilled mercenary force, its pawn-brokin
consolidated toward banking and commodities trading. And as the chameleon arti cer of a
this, Nicholas incurs the ambiguous interest of the Bruges patrician Anselm Adorne and th
Greco-Florentine prince Nicholai Giorgio de’ Acciajuoli, both of whom steer him toward
role in the rivalry between Venice, in whose interest Acciajuoli labors, and Genoa, origin
home of the Adorne family. This trading rivalry will erupt in di erent novels around th
di erent, always highly symbolic commodities: silk, sugar, glass, gold, and human beings. I
this rst novel the contested product is alum, the mineral that binds dyes to cloth, blood t
the body, conspirators to a conspiracy—in this case, to keep secret the news of a newly foun
deposit of the mineral in the Papal States while Venice and her allies monopolize the curren
supply.
Acciajuoli and Adorne are father-mentor gures Nicholas can respect, resist, or join o
roughly equal intellectual terms—whereas the powerful elder males of his blood, his mother
uncle, Jaak de Fleury, and his father’s father, Jordan de Ribérac, steadily rip open wound
rst in icted in childhood. In direct con ict he is emotionally helpless before them. What h
possesses superbly, however, are the indirect defenses of an “engineer.” The Charett
business partners and others who hitch their wagons to his star—Astorre the mercenar
leader, Julius the notary, Gregorio the lawyer, Tobias Beventini the physician, the Guine
slave Lopez—watch as a complex series of commodity and currency maneuvers by th
apparently innocent Nicholas brings about the nancial and political ruin of de Fleury and d
Ribérac; and they nearly desert him for the conscienceless avenger he appears to b
especially after de Fleury dies in a fight with, though not directly at the hands of, his nephew
The faith and love of Marian de Charetty make them rethink their view of this complicate
personality. Marian, whose son was killed beside Nicholas in the Italian wars, and whos
sister married into his family, is moved towards the end of the novel to suggest that Nichola
take her in marriage. It is to be platonic: her way of giving him standing, of displaying he
trust in him and his management of the business, and of solacing him in his anguish. Onc
married, however, she longs despite herself for physical love, and Nicholas, who owes he
everything, finds happiness also in making the marriage complete.
That marriage, however, sows the seeds of tragedy. The royally connected Katelina va
Borselen, “characterful,” intelligent, and hungry for experiences usually denied a gente
lady, has refused the vicious or vacuous suitors considered eligible, and seeks sexual initiatio
at the hands of the merry young artisan so popular with the kitchen wenches of Bruge
Against his better judgment, Nicholas is led to comply, for, however brusque her demand
she has just saved his life in one of the several episodes in which the St Pols try to destro
him. Two nights of genuine intimacy undermined by mismatched desires an
miscommunicated intentions culminate in Katelina’s solitary pregnancy. Unaware of thi
Nicholas enters his marriage with Marian, and Katelina, alone, fatalistically marries the ma
in pursuit of her, the handsome, shrewd, and fatally self-centered Simon de St Pol, the ma
Nicholas claims is his father. Sickened at what she believes is Nicholas’ ultimate revenge o
his family—to illegitimately father its heir—Katelina becomes Nicholas’ most determine
enemy.

: The Spring of the Ram

VOLUME II

Simon de St Pol, the overshadowed son of Jordan de Ribérac, husband of the bitter Katelin
father of the secretly illegitimate Henry, has clearly had his spirit poisoned long since by th
powerful and malignant de Ribérac, and is as much pitied as loathed by Nicholas vande
Poele, who sees in Simon something of his own deracinated brilliance. Looking to nd
sphere of activity where Simon and Nicholas can no longer injure each other, Marian d
Charetty, now the wife of Nicholas, persuades her husband to take up an exciting an
dangerous project: to trade in Trebizond, last outpost of the ancient empire of Byzantium.
It is less than a decade since Sultan Mehmet took Constantinople, and the several forces o
Islam—Mehmet’s Ottomans, Uzum Hassan’s Turcomans, Kushcadam’s Egyptian Mamelukes—
ring the Christian outpost while delegates from the Greek Orthodox East, led by the ver
earthy and autocratic Franciscan friar Ludovico de Severi da Bologna, scour the Latin We
for money and troops to mount still another crusade. With Medici backing and Churc
approval, Nicholas sets out for Trebizond to trade as Florentine consul, bringing his skille
mercenaries as a show of support from the West—a show that will soon turn real as th
Sultan moves against the city more quickly than anyone had anticipated.
Nicholas’ rival, and in some ways alter ago, is the gifted, charming, and amoral Pagan
Doria, trading for Genoa, gaming with Venice’s Nicholas in a series of brilliant pranks an
tricks which include, terribly, the seduction of the thirteen-year-old Catherine de Charetty
one of Nicholas’ two rebellious stepdaughters. Pagano, who is secretly nanced by Nichola
enemy Simon de St Pol, has invited the adolescent Catherine to challenge her stepfather, an
no pleas or arguments from Nicholas, her mother’s o cers, or the new gures joining th
Company—the priest Godscalc and the engineer John le Grant—can sway her.
In Trebizond, Nicholas deploys his trading skills while he assesses Byzantine culture, onc
spiritually and politically supreme, now calci ed in routine, crumbling in self-indulgenc
Nicholas must resist the Emperor David’s languidly amorous overtures while he takes the lea
in preparing the city for, and then withstanding, the siege of the Sultan. The city, however,
betrayed by its Emperor and his scheming Chancellor, and Pagano Doria su ers his own fal
killed by a black page whom he carelessly loved and then sold to the Sultan. Nicholas ha
willed neither fall, yet has set in motion some of the psychopolitical “engineering” which ha
triggered these disasters, and he carries, with Father Godscalc’s re ective help and the mor
robust assistance of Tobie and le Grant, part of the moral burden of them.
The burden weighs even during the triumphant trip back to Venice with a rescued if sti
recalcitrant Catherine and a fortune in silk, gold, alum, and Eastern manuscripts, the “golde
eece” which this Jason looks to lay at the feet of his beloved wife. A nal skirmish wit
Simon, angry at the failure of his agent Doria, ends the novel abruptly, with news whic
destroys all the remaining dream of homecoming: Marian de Charetty, traveling throug
Burgundy in her husband’s absence, has died.
: Race of Scorpions

VOLUME III

Rich and courted, yet emotionally drained and subconsciously enraged, Nicholas seeks a ne
shape for his life after visiting his wife’s grave, establishing his still-resentful stepdaughters i

business themselves, and allowing his associates to form the Trading Company and Bank o
Niccolò in Venice. Determined to avoid the long arm of Venetian policy, attracted to th
military life not precisely for its sanction of killing but for the “sensation of living throug
danger” it o ers, Nicholas returns from Bruges to the war over Naples in which he had, year
before, lost Marian’s son Felix and contracted a marsh fever which revisits him in moments o
stress. When he is kidnapped in mid-battle, he at rst supposes it to be by order of h
personal enemies, Simon and Katelina; but in fact it is Venice which wants him and h
mercantile and military skills in another theater of war, Cyprus.
The brilliant and charismatic but erratic James de Lusignan and his Egyptian Mameluk
allies have taken two-thirds of the sugar-rich island of Cyprus from his legitimate Lusigna
sister, the clever and energetic Carlotta, and her allies, the Christian Knights of St. John an
the Genoese, who hold the great commercial port of Famagusta. Sensing that, of the tw
Lusignan “scorpions,” James holds the winning edge, Nicholas agrees to enter his service. H
intends to design the game this time, not be its pawn, but he doesn’t reckon with the enmit
of Katelina, who comes to Rhodes to warn Carlotta against him, or the sudden presence o
Simon’s Portuguese brother-in-law Tristão Vasquez and Vasquez’s naïve sixteen-year-old so
Diniz, all three of whom do become pawns.
Nicholas is now the lover of Carlotta’s courtesan, the beautiful Prima ora, whose games h
also thinks he can control, and he recognizes a crisis of countermanipulations brewin
between Katelina and Prima ora. Only at the end of the novel, after Katelina’s love/hate fo
Nicholas has been manipulated to bring Tristão to his death and Diniz to captivity unde
James, after Nicholas and Katelina rediscover intimacy and establish the truth of the
relationship, after a brilliant and deadly campaign waged by Nicholas for James has brough
him to ultimate tragedy—the siege of Famagusta which he planned and executed has resulted
without his knowledge, in the death of Katelina and the near-death of Diniz, trapped in th
starving city—only at the end does Nicholas fully admit even to himself that much of this ha
been planned or sanctioned by Primaflora, intent on securing her own future.
In the end, too, the determinedly rational Nicholas gives vent to his rage. Punishment fo
the pain of the complex desires and denials in his private and public history cannot be visite
upon the complex and only half-guilty gures of his family or his trading and political riva
and clients. But in this novel, for the rst time, he nds a person he can gladly kill, th
unspeakably cruel Mameluke Emir Tzani-bey al-Ablak, whom he fatally mutilates in sing
combat while James, unknown to him, has the Emir’s four-hundred-man army massacred in
preemptive strike carrying all the glory and damnation of Renaissance kingship.
Like Pagano Doria, like Nicholas himself, Prima ora is a “modern” type, a talented an
alienated “self-made” person. Unlike the other two, Nicholas has the memory of family i
which to ground a wary, half-reluctant, but genuine adult existence in the community. At th
same time, however, he avoids close relationships: he has established the Bank of Niccolò a
a company, not a family. But, resisting and insisting, the members of the company forg
bonds of varying intimacy with Nicholas, especially the priest Godscalc and the physicia
Tobie, who alone at this point know the secret of Katelina’s baby and carry the dyin
woman’s written affirmation of Nicholas’ paternity.
Nicholas’ only true intimate, however, is a man of a di erent race entirely, the Africa
who came to Bruges as a slave and was befriended by the servant Claes, who r

communicated the secret of the alum deposit, who traveled with him to Trebizond to run th
trading household, and to Cyprus to organize and under Nicholas reinvent the sugar industr
there. His African name is as yet unknown, his Portuguese name is Lopez, his company nam
Loppe. Now a major gure in the company, and the family, he listens at the end of the nov
as both Nicholas and his new rival, the broker of the mysterious Vatachino company, look t
the Gold Coast of Africa as the next place of questing and testing.
Judith Wi

Chapter 1

T

remembered him, it was typical that Nicholas should sail into Venice just a
the latest news reached the Rialto, causing the ducat to fall below fty groats and di
against the écu. Instead of leading the welcome party, Gregorio sent Cristo els to S
Mark’s Basin instead, with a group of senior o cials who didn’t know Nicholas. H
hoped Cristoffels remembered what his employer looked like.
The word, of course, had spread to the Exchange that vander Poele’s ship had passed th
bar and was on its way to the anchorage. In the midst of the urry – a rming deals, sendin
o couriers with drafts and remittances – Gregorio su ered snatches of good-humoure
banter. For more than two years he had run the Bank of Niccolò in place of its founder, an
his fellow lawyers and brokers liked to claim he lived in dread of the coming accounting.
might have been funnier if it hadn’t, in its way, been correct.
He had posted a couple of runners between St Mark’s and the Rialto. When the cry cam
from the Bridge, he was reasonably ready to leave. It meant only that the ship’s boat from
the Adorno had reached the Foscari bend, and he could still achieve the Bank building befor
it. The Grand Canal was a long, busy waterway lined with palaces; and the roundship’s crew
long at sea, would scarcely speed with a heavy craft laden with luggage.
Nevertheless, Gregorio went immediately to the Bridge, throwing instructions to
scurrying junior. It was too hot for his doublet and gown, even considering the occasion; eve
considering what Margot thought about it. He let his servant, trotting, button him into h
pourpoint and shed his clerk at the steps, although he turned to call after him: ‘And remembe
purchase at usance!’ Then he fought to the rail at the top of the drawbridge and paused for
sight of the Grand Canal stretching before him.
The sun, admitted tax-free between the palaces of two of his clients, struck the water an
blinded him. He pulled down the brim of his hat until it met his unhandsome nose, an
trained his middle-aged eyes, which were thirty-two like the rest of him, on the confusion o
intermeshed oars belonging to passenger ski s, heavy barges and lighters, vessels laden wit
sh and with vegetables passing up and down and across on their daily purposes. A two-po
gondola came towards him, gilded and tasselled and managed by liveried Negroes wearin
the badge of the family Loredano. It slid under the Bridge, making way for a jolting boatfu
of overnight revellers in carnival mantles and masks. They passed, screaming into the dazzle
Beyond them stood his Bank, a third of the way between the Bridge and the bend. H
Bank, his o ce, his warehouse, his home. The Casa di Niccolò, all now to reside in the hand
of a man whose script on the outside of a letter-packet made him feel faint.
He should hurry. Clattering down the far side of the Bridge, Gregorio turned right and se
o quickly along his own bank, striding up and down bridges and passing between th
rocking gondolas and noble façades of the richest side of the richest highway in Venic
Glancing from time to time at the canal, he saw some altercation had jammed it. He ha
seldom seen its tra c so thick or so sluggish. He slackened his pace. Nothing was going t
row very fast at this rate.
Now he could see the jutting edge of his Bank, its red and white patterned wall washe
O THOSE WHO

over with light from the side-canal and a crowd grouped on the Grand Canal frontage befor
it. His household and clerks, out to catch a first glimpse of their master.
Margot wouldn’t be there, she would be watching upstairs on the balcony. Margot, t
whom he was not married and whom he would trust before anyone, had read the last repor
written by Nicholas before sailing to Venice from Cyprus. In these Nicholas had set down, fo
the eye of his lawyer alone, his private reasons for leaving the island. They had been brie
and contained neither excuse nor apology. Nor had he indicated what he intended to do onc
he reached Venice. Gregorio, much disturbed, didn’t know what to expect of this meeting.
He did intend, however, to arrive rst at the Bank. It looked as if he would. The moorin
posts before the double doors of the Ca’ Niccolò were still empty; he had had his freigh
vessels moved round to the side. He had also sent a few extra men to the Basin. Robbe
were not very likely, but Nicholas had achieved notorious success for himself and his Ban
while in Cyprus. In business, Nicholas was unerring, and merciless, if not caught in time.
And now he was here. The great boat from the roundship was suddenly visible: an ugly
well-painted vessel, low in the water with co ers and men, and lying athwart the crowde
canal as it waited to cross to its mooring. The rowers were the Adorno’s own marines, dresse
in caps and clean tunics. Packed among them were the Bank’s envoys, and servants.
Distinguishable from them all were the two principal passengers, seated aft and robed a
for the elaborate charade of their landing. One he knew at once by his colour and size: Lopp
by God! Lopez, the gifted African who managed what could be managed in Nicholas
aberrant life, including his sugar estates.
And the other, his equal in towering brawn, was Nicholas vander Poele, Flemish merchan
shading his eyes as he scanned the congestion. The sun flashed on a ring at his knuckle.
He had made some concessions to heat: his short coat was of silk, and his twisted headgea
concealing all but some tufts of brown hair, was stitched from the thinnest of linen. His fac
below it was baked brown and smooth as a biscuit and his eyes, grossly large, gave h
concentrated gaze an aspect of innocence which the curve of his lips contradicted. Gregorio
standing in shade, thought to call and then didn’t. Lopez sat, looking about him and onc
Gregorio noticed, leaned to murmur to Nicholas, who glanced briefly upwards.
The oars idled, unable to progress. Watermen shouted. The cause of the blockage, abruptl
revealed, proved to be a single craft ineptly managed upstream, its passage marked by th
drumming of timber and a chorus of curses accompanied by outbursts of bibulous laughter.
boatload, it appeared, of shouting, carolling revellers, its sides furrowed and scraped, its oa
scarred, its bow and blades gouging for it a battering passage. As it rampaged through th
water, the sun glinted on a handful of fur and a mask.
It was the carnival boat he had noticed. The situation of the ducat in relation to the groa
and the mark abandoned its place in Gregorio’s consciousness.
The Adorno’s boat, in midstream, waited with whatever patience men had, within sight o
the end of a voyage. Nicholas looked about him, listening to Lopez, and stooping to grope fo
some possession or other beneath him. The festive boat blundered closer, and thos
endangered hastened, with shouts, to move further o . With professional competence, th
Adorno’s rowers dug in their oars and swung their great boat aside from its passage.
Now the party-goers were plain: the wide-brimmed black hats of the oarsmen, the painte
chins and lurid masks of the twelve burly men they were carrying. The leader stood cloake

in the prow, one foot on the gunwale, one amboyant st cocked on its knee. On his hea
was the mask of a goose and below the cloak his other hand, like those of his comrades, wa
hidden.
It could not have been by chance that, this time, the carnival craft suddenly found th
application and skill to avoid every boat in its path. It was not by chance that, instead o
stumbling from vessel to vessel, it adroitly slipped through each watery space unti
conducted smoothly and well, it came shooting suddenly forward, the ramming prow aime
straight for the laden ship’s boat from Cyprus.
Gregorio’s shout was one of a chorus of warning. The mariners dug in their oars, changin
angle to lessen the impact. The expected crash didn’t come. Just before the two boa
collided, the pursuing oarsmen feathered their blades. The masked gure bent down, and
lifting something heavy and small, threw it hard. It fell within the ship’s boat, clicked an
held. It was a grappling iron. As the two boats whipped together, the man in the goose mas
threw himself from his own boat to the other, and his companions followed.
Gregorio saw the mariners half rise and stagger; saw Cristo els and the rest use their st
saw the ood of revellers pour down the big vessel, fending o blows, to where the co er
were piled. The boat rocked. At the farthest end, Lopez sprang to his feet. Nicholas gathere
what he was holding and rose, his right arm drawing painfully back. In his grasp was a bow
short and ornate and powerful, its arrow trained on the leader.
He said, ‘Turn back your cloaks, and drop your weapons into the water.’
The man in the goose mask cried out. He screamed, ‘Monseigneur, don’t shoot! Wait! Hav
mercy! My lords, we beg for our lives!’ With frantic hands he unfastened his cloak, his gaz
piteous. Hastily he cast o the garment and lifting the object he bore, extended it tremblin
to Nicholas. Then, with a whistle of devilish laughter, he tossed it aloft.
It hung, with the eyes of everyone on it: a carnival wand made of paper, with a grotesqu
gilded head at one end. Then it began to descend in a spiral of unravelling ribbon. Someon
started to laugh. Squealing, cackling and booing, the men in motley joined in the hilarity and
thrusting their hands from their cloaks, each produced an identical baton, brightly ribboned
with fantastic knobs of goblins and dragons with which they set about slapping their victim
They carried no weapons at all.
Around the two boats, a chuckle arose. On the other side of the canal, people thru
forward to see what was happening, and faces appeared at grand windows. On the ope
gallery of the Palazzo Barzizza, directly opposite, there was a sudden, short movement.
Lopez said, ‘Ser Niccolò.’
It was so brief and so quiet that Gregorio wouldn’t have caught it except that all h
attention was on them. The revellers continued to caper. Nicholas turned, the strung bo
swinging through ninety degrees with him. The man in the goose mask had let down h
points and was preparing a final, copious gesture.
The Negro stretched across Nicholas, and, seizing the man like a dribbling sack, lifted an
set him down standing before them. The man, surprised, gave a howl. The oating audience
now on its feet, grasped one another and laughed, even when the man howled again. The
the laughter started to die as those closest saw his falling arms swing at the elbows, an
blood cascade frothing and red from the slackening mouth under the mask. Driven har
through his chest was an arrow.

Lopez dropped to one knee, holding the body and pulling it free of Nicholas. The boarde
stopped. In the moment’s silence that followed the shock, Nicholas adjusted his aim, his gaz
never leaving the highest, splendid tiered gallery of the merchant’s house opposite. Then h
released his fingers and shot.
Far across the canal someone screamed, the sound speaking from wall to wall of th
palaces. The man who had been on the balcony opposite was there no longer, but his body
jerking forwards, was hurtling into the canal. There it sank, the shards of a bow oatin
upwards.
Then the air was filled with cries, from men and women and seagulls.
On the boat, the revellers dumbly recoiled and turning, scrambled back to the craft the
had come from. The grapple jerked free and, seizing their looms, the oarsmen threw the
boat sideways and into reverse, setting course for the basin and the wider waters of th
lagoon, and leaving their leader behind them.
The boats which half-heartedly started to follow fell back. A ring of craft formed abou
Nicholas and, across the canal, a group of watermen sought about to retrieve the dea
bowman. As the Adorno’s boat came to the bank, Gregorio saw the face of the unarme
reveller, bare of its mask. It was no one he knew. Nor, if they caught them, would th
drunken boatload of boarders admit to anything, he supposed. They had carried no weapon
They had been decoys, that was all.
Something was bruising Gregorio’s arm: Margot’s ngers. ‘I saw it,’ she said. ‘The man o
the gallery was aiming at Nicholas.’
‘I think so,’ he said. ‘Lopez had noticed him. Nicholas and he were both on guard; the
expected it. But for that, no one would have known where, in the confusion, the arrow ha
come from.’
‘Expected it?’ Margot said. She was pale, from shock and from running. ‘Expected an attac
on his life? On his homecoming?’
Gregorio didn’t answer. She had read that letter from Cyprus, as he had. They should hav
realised what it meant. He watched the big boat coming near and said, ‘Lopez. He will sta
here. It must be made perfectly clear to the household –’
‘It will be,’ Margot said.
The boat berthed. Nicholas stepped ashore and smiled at them all. He said, ‘Welcom
home. I thought I should perhaps say it for you. Gentlemen, I do beg your pardon. If you’
give me leave to settle a airs with the Magistrate – Goro, will you come with me? – then
shall be delighted to come back at leisure and meet you. Don’t, on any account, delay you
dinner.’
The water was still full of boats, and people exclaiming. Across the canal, men and vesse
were clustered beneath the Palazzo Barzizza. A dead man lay in the boat at his feet. Gregori
could see the official craft approaching between them. He said, ‘Your clothes …’
‘Blood, I know,’ Nicholas said. ‘I paid a lot for this coat. I wanted to make an impression.’
A cursory dent appeared in one cheek and then vanished. It was meant perhaps to sign
distress, masked by a kind of grim humour. Without an accompanying glance, it looke
merely indifferent.
Under the coat, his doublet turned out to be clean. He threw the stained garment to h
servant and turned, adjusting his expression, to deal with the Magistrate. Gregorio said, ‘D

you know who it was?’
‘Oh, I should think so,’ Nicholas said. ‘But I shan’t say if you don’t.’

Later, returning with Nicholas to the Bank, Gregorio thought to count his blessings, whic
amounted after consideration to one. There would be no prosecution.
Nicholas, who could always act, had acted with awful aplomb. Who wished for his death
He feared – the enemies of the Venetian Republic. There were those who, whatever the
oaths, hesitated to join the Serenissima in her crusade against the in del Turk. He laid n
personal blame on the Duke of Burgundy or on France, although today’s news must shake th
credit of every bank, and not only his own. Neither would he point to the city of Geno
which might resent a soldier and merchant whose deeds served the nobler Republic. Indeed
he saw here no Christian crime. The name of Niccolò vander Poele was well known to b
cursed by the Infidel.
Gregorio, at this point, had swallowed. The Magistrate, on the other hand, had exclaimed
‘He used a Mameluke bow, the assassin!’
‘Even here!’ Nicholas said. He said it after a moment.
‘… But of course he is unknown. He entered the Palazzo unseen. Nevertheless, you ar
right. Whatever his colour, the Egyptians have paid him. Didn’t your army in Cypru
annihilate the entire Mameluke force in that island?’
‘They died, certainly,’ Nicholas said.
‘And their leader, in single combat with yourself?’
‘I did fight the Mameluke emir, it is true. I have his rather fine bow.’
‘And you killed him?’ The Magistrate was entranced.
‘The King killed him. I cut o his arm. He had no further need of his bow as
consequence,’ said Nicholas helpfully.
At this point, the Magistrate got up and insisted on shaking his hand. So did his secretar
and one or two clerks. Something kindly was said about permits for weapons, and Nichola
was full of contrition. He had hesitated to apply. The Signory might consider he overvalue
his services, to think himself endangered because of them. The Magistrate shook both hand
reassuring him.
Gregorio, who was feeling queasy, sat mute. He hardly opened his mouth for the rest of th
interview. He might have found himself pointing out that nothing Nicholas had ever done ha
been intended for the profit of Venice. Venice had simply been lucky.
Returning in the o cial boat, Nicholas broke without hesitation into Flemish. ‘You’re a
right? I can see Margot is. And the soul of discretion as usual. I thought you were about t
explode.’
‘Two deaths were enough,’ Gregorio said. ‘So what was really behind it? Not that farrag
about the Genoese or the Burgundians or the French? Anyway, what do you know about th
news from Burgundy?’
Escorting Nicholas were two armed men with the Lion of St Mark on their breastplate
The Magistrate had decided that Nicholas ought to be protected. He said, ‘Come on, th
dockyard always knows more than the Loggia. I heard as soon as I landed that the Duke ha
sent to beg o the papal crusade, and so the groat was bound to improve. Trading must hav
been at its wildest: I’m sorry.’

‘It rose three on the ducat,’ Gregorio said. ‘I sent a courier to your newest o ce in Bruge
It’s been quite inconvenient, your arrival. So who paid your assassin? Not the Sultan of Cairo
for God’s sake?’
‘Well, not for God’s sake,’ Nicholas said. ‘I might be on his list, but Mamelukes prefe
quieter quieti; it would be a stab or some poison. I rather favour a madman from Bruge
although I hear Simon isn’t in Venice. Still, one of them could always have bribed some ol
loyal retainer. And of course, there are rival brokers. Has anyone tried to kill you of late?’
‘I su er from overwork and neglect,’ Gregorio said, ‘but apart from that, no. Our on
vicious rival is presently con ning itself to killing the business, or trying to. You had a tast
of the Vatachino in Cyprus. Would they murder?’
‘Their man in Cyprus wouldn’t,’ Nicholas said. ‘Or not yet. They don’t just want to get ri
of us; they want to run rings round us beforehand. I’m not asking you what I want to as
you.’
‘I noticed,’ Gregorio said. ‘I propose to make you wait until we are private. My – your sta
are good men. They saw you. What are you going to tell them?’
‘What do you think? Goro, they’ve been aching to have your life threatened. They long t
be menaced. They want nothing more than to be the most hated Bank in Western Europe.
shall tell them that such is their power, the Signory’s own men have been sent to prote
them. To make their wills, and pray, and prepare to become a legend in their own lifetimes.
think we have arrived.’
They had. Gregorio disembarked, and slipped the boatmen some coins, and turned to d
something about the Signory’s bodyguard, such as send them down to the kitchens. H
realized he was happy, and ravenous. He turned and found Nicholas on the wharf, gazing u
at the face of his Bank, with its handsome balcony and tall Gothic windows.
It was the briefest of surveys, but it called to mind that Nicholas had barely seen th
mansion before, and never in occupation. He had created the business and left. Whatever h
homecoming had spoiled, it hadn’t been the return to a home. He had none that Gregori
knew of, unless you counted an estate o ce in Cyprus. This building belonged to the Signory
And the house he had called home in Bruges had belonged to his wife, who was dead.
meant, as it turned out, that he could make himself at home instantly, anywhere.
It took him an hour to assimilate the Bank, from the entrance hall where Margot an
Cristo els received him to the third storey, where all the seniors but himself had the
lodgings. Along with the geography of the Bank, he absorbed the people, from the clerks i
the mezzanine counting-house to the men in the storerooms and warehouses, the boatmen a
the wharves; the household servants indoors and out in the courtyard. He greeted many b
name, and most with some obvious grasp of their duties.
It was not the magic it seemed: by every packet from Cyprus he had commanded th
detail. The result, as he had foreseen, was to transform him at once from a symbol into
person. They were not going to like or respect him immediately, but the seeds had bee
sown; the easy manner barely touched with authority was perfectly judged. And, as he ha
divined, the events of the morning had done nothing to diminish his stature. He made light o
his share, but hinted at the burdens borne by great institutions, whose success could shap
kingdoms. They liked that.
It was the same in the counting-house after dinner when, alone with Cristo els and Lope
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